
IBIZA
FLOATING BED



The external fabric is 100%
water and UV resistant.

A nautical net applied in the
lower part allows the water
to enter and exit allowing
perfect buoyancy. 

Removable fabric.

4 handles, 2 for each side,
to carry it easily.
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Material

Products’ overview

Colors

Fabric: innovative high strength and shape retention 100% acrylic fiber. Excellent color fastness to sunlight and UV 
resistance. Guaranteed 3 years. Available in a wide range of solid colors with water repellent treatment and vinyl 
coating, 100% waterproof. 
Padding: padded with both open and closed cell foam rubber. The second one is the expanded PE FOAM which is 
completely impervious to liquids and air. 

    4 handles, 2 for each side, to carry it easily.
    Removable fabric.
    A nautical net applied in the lower part allows the water to enter and exit
allowing perfect buoyancy.

Product size
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Nautical
faux
leather:

IBIZA FLOATING BED

This mattress represents the begging of the New 
Indispensable Pomodone Water Line. The external 
fabric, which is completely removable, is available in 
100% paste-dyed laminated acrylic fabric or in nauti-
cal eco-leather and it is 100% water and UV resistant.
Ibiza floating bed consists of two parts each of which 
is characterized by well-defined shapes which have 
been carefully studied to confer the product character 
and elegance.
The only mattress that adapts to any type of outdoor 
space: whether it is inside or outside water, at the 
beach, at the lake or in the pool, Ibiza represents the 
perfect furnishing accessory for all lovers of the Italian 
Luxury Outdoor Design.

Total lenght: 183cm
Seat lenght: 153cm
Headrest cushion lenght: 30cm
Width: 80cm
Seat height: 17cm
Headrest cushion height 27cm
Weight: 10kg


